User’s Guide
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Dear User,
First of all, thank you for purchasing the professional Manhattan FX
Expert Advisor.
Manhattan FX Robot is developed by a professional team with many
years of experience in the forex market. With the unique strategy of
Manhattan FX Robot enables you to have big profit and compatible
results.
Our aim is to provide our customers the best service, as a result, here
you can find the User’s Guide of the Expert Advisor. This Guide contains
all the necessary information in order to install and set up the EA
perfectly. Please make sure you read the Guide carefully in order to use
the EA!
We wish you a lot of success!
Bests,
Team Manhattan FX
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System requirements





1 GB RAM
1.5 GHz processor
Windows Vista/7/8/10 or Windows Server 2008 or higher
internet connection

Broker requirements
 Metatrader 4 platform
 low spread with commission fee (ECN account)
 5 digits price feed
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How to install Manhattan FX Robot
After downloading and extracting the Manhattan FX Robot ZIP
file, you will have to do the following:
1. In your running Metatrader4 terminal, click on “File” and
select “Open Data Folder”.

2. Select the “MQL4” folder
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3. Double click to “Experts” and copy
“ManhattanFX_EU_M1_v1_4.ex4” and
“ManhattanFX_GU_M1_v1_4.ex4” files to the folder. (In
case you have bought Manhattan FX Basic, you only need
to copy the ManhattanFX_EU file.)

4. After that, “ManhattanFX_EU_M1_v1_4.dll” and
“ManhattanFX_GU_M1_v1_4.dll” files should be copied
to “Libraries” folder. (In case you have bought Manhattan
FX Basic, you only need to copy the ManhattanFX_GU file.)
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5. Please, refresh your MT4 terminal.

In case you can find Manhattan FX Robot under Expert
Advisors, you have installed the EA successfully!
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How to activate Manhattan FX Robot
In order to activate the EA, please log in to the Member’s Area which
you can find here: https://manhattanfx.com/login-page/

You can see how to get your license key step-by-step:
1. Enter your Metatrader4 account number to the text field.

2. Click on “Save changes”.

Your license key will be automatically generated, and will appear
next to your account number.
3. Copy the license key by double clicking on it and selecting
“Copy”
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4. Open your Metatrader4 terminal and under “Navigator” double
click to “Manhattan_FX_EU_M1_v1_4”.

5. A new window will pop up, all you have to do is click on “Inputs”
and paste the license key in the value field and click on “OK”.

READ THIS ONLY IF YOU HAVE MANHATTAN FX ULTIMATE OR 2LICENSE
In case you have bought the Manhattan FX Ultimate or Manhattan FX
2-license version, after these steps, you will have to do the same thing
with “ManhattanFX_GU_M1_v1_4”.
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1. Please double click to it under Expert Advisors.

2. A new window will pop up, all you have to do is click on “Inputs”
and paste the license key in the value field and click on “OK”.

After these steps, your EA will be successfully activated!

How to apply Manhattan FX Robot to the chart
After the installation and activation, in your running Metatrader4
terminal, you have to do the following:
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1. In order to use the EA, you have to enable automated trading. You
just need to click on “Tools” and select “Options”.

2. In the Options window, please select “Expert Advisors” from the
tabs and check “Allow automated trading” and “Allow DLL
imports”.
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3. Click on “View” and select “Navigator”, or press Ctrl+N.

4. Open a new EURUSD and GBPUSD M1 chart. (Please make sure
that the TimeFrame is set to M1) (In case you have bought
Manhattan FX Basic, you have to open only the EURUSD M1 chart.)

5. In order to apply the EA to the chart, you have to double click to
the Manhattan FX Robot under “Expert Advisors” in the Navigator.
(or you can drag and drop it to the chart)
 ManhattanFX_EU_M1_v1_4 should be applied to EURUSD M1
chart
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 ManhattanFX_GU_M1_v1_4 should be applied to GBPUSD M1
chart.
(In case you have bought Manhattan FX Basic, you only have to
apply ManhattanFX_EU_M1_v1_4 to EURUSD M1 chart.)
6. A new window will pop up. Click on “Common” tab and check the
properties in the way you can see in the picture:

Settings
If you select the “Inputs” tab, here you can find all the setup variables
of Manhattan FX Robot.
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License – here you have to copy the license from the Member’s Area
(see How to activate Manhattan FX Robot)
Magic – this is a unique ID of the strategy
Comment – this is a comment of our EA. You can write here whatever
you want.
Buy Enabled – here you can choose whether you allow or not allow
the EA to make buy orders
Sell Enabled - here you can choose whether you allow the EA to make
sell orders, or not.
MoneyManagement – here you can choose between money
management and fixed trading size. If it is true, Manhattan FX Robot
will use its own money management system.
Fix Lot Size – this is the lot size which you want your EA to trade with,
in case MoneyManagement is false
Long trade risk – here you can set up the maximum loss (given in %)
on each long (=buy) trade
Short trade risk - here you can set up the maximum loss (given in %)
on each short (=sell) trade
Please note that these variables only refer to ONE trade.
Maximum lot – this is the maximum lot size of the trades.
Balance Risk - the EA will stop trading if it reaches the Biggest
DrawDown which you set in percents of your deposit
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When you are ready with all of your settings, all you have to do is click
on “OK” and the EA is ready to run! In this case, you can see a smiling
face in the right corner of your MT4 chart, and a message which says
“Manhattan FX is working properly, your version is up to date!”

FAQ
Frequently Asked Questions
About Manhattan FX Robot in general
What is the strategy of your Expert Advisor?
The strategy of Manhattan FX Robot is based on breakouts. These
breakouts happen many times a day, which results in earning a big
profit. The EA always uses StopLoss, which sets the maximal risk for
every trade. Also, there is a Money Management feature which can
help us with chances and lot sizes before the trades. Martingale,
arbitrage and grid systems are not used by the Manhattan FX Robot.
On which currency pairs does your EA work?
If you are purchasing the Manhattan FX Basic version, you will be able
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to trade only on EURUSD. However, Manhattan FX Ultimate and 2license work on EURUSD and GBPUSD currency pairs.
About purchasing
How can I get Manhattan FX Robot?
All you have to do is go to our website, and click on “Buy now”. Then
you just have to follow the instructions.
I do not have Mastercard or VISA, can I pay in any other way?
Yes, you can make a bank withdrawal.
For further details please contact our support team.
Can I pay through PayPal?
No, unfortunately it is not possible to pay through PayPal.
About logging in
I have not received the email containing the software and the login
credentials. What should I do?
First, check your spam folder, the emails often arrive there. If you
cannot find it anywhere, please send an email to our email address.
How can I get the license key for your EA?
First, please go to the Members’ Area on our website. You can log in
with your email address - which you have registered while purchasing
- and your password. Then you have to copy the Account Number, and
after clicking Save Changes, your license key will be automatically
generated. After that, you just have to copy the key to the Expert
Advisor’s Input.
The EA says that the license key in invalid. What should I do?
Please double check that you have copied the key exactly in the same
way as it was on the website. People often tend to type a blank
“space” before or after the key, make sure that you did not do that.
About brokers
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Which broker do I have to use in order to get the best performance?
Actually, you can use any type, if it meets our minimum requirements
listed below:
- Raw spreads + commission (ECN/STP account)
- 5 digit price feed
- Large leverage (at least 1:100)
Which broker do you recommend?
We have experienced that the EA does its best with Roboforex ECNPro Account. They offer not only low trading feeds and deep liquidity,
but also their execution is really fast. It is also important to mention
that their leverage is 1:300 which also strengthens the EA’s
performance.
What is the minimum balance/deposit do I have to have on my
account?
The account size is not restricted. Manhattan FX Robot works on any
account balance.
How many accounts can I use at the same time?
In case of purchasing ONE license, you can register ONE Metatrader4
account on our website. However, if you like, you can change your
registered account number any time, you just have to log in to the
Members’ Area and copy the new account number.
About settings
How can I install Manhattan FX Robot EA?
All you have to do is follow the instructions, which are the following:
1. Open your MT4 Terminal. Click on “File” and select “Open Data
Folder”
2. Go to MQL4 ->Experts folder and copy the .ex4 files there.
3. Go to the MQL4 -> Libraries folder and copy the .DLL files there.
4. Restart MT4
5. Please make sure that Auto trading is allowed in MT4
6. Open an EURUSD (and a GBPUSD) M1 chart
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7. Drag and drop (or double click) Manhattan FX Robot EU (and
GU) to the chart, then a new window will open.
8. On the “Common” tab please tick Enable alerts, Live trading, DLL
import and external experts (see the screenshot in the User's
Guide)
9. Switch to the Inputs tab and paste the License key that you have
generated in the first step.
10.
Click to the OK button and the EA should start.
Does Manhattan FX Robot have a trading limit regarding lots?
Yes, it has. The limit is 5 lots (which means 500 000 unit). Additional
lots are possible to have, but only in case of buying two licenses. That
way, you will have 2x5, so 10 lots. This limit can prevent unreasonably
high positions, so it also works as a safety feature.
About results and performance
Can I get a trial version before purchasing?
No, unfortunately we cannot offer you a trial version. However, we
can create a demo account for you, all you have to do is send an email
to our support team, and they will let you know about the details.
Where can I follow the real results of your EA?
We have a real account whose result can be seen on FxBlue. Please
contact our support team in order to access it.
I get different results with demo and real accounts. Why is that?
There are never two exactly same accounts in the forex market, so
there will be always differences. If often depends on your broker’s
execution time, so it’s really important to have a good and reliable
broker.
I don’t want my EA to trade during the summer and before news. What
should I do about it?
Actually, you don’t have to do anything because there is a built-in high
spread filtering system in the robot, which stops trading in case of
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widening of spreads. However, if you want to be sure, your EA not to
trade, you can stop it manually.

If you have any further questions, contact our
support team:
support@manhattanfx.com
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